
4 claws perform excellent hold and dynamic 
balance. Moreover,the serration of inside the
tip makes holding-power tight and strong.

Patent Pending

Extracting Forceps Claw

<Rough Surface inside the Tip>

<Evolved Extracting Forceps>

<Fine Adjustment>

by spring

Standard ／ used for

Claw
#1 #4 #10S #27

Anterior Premolar Upper molar Lower molar

Claw for 
milk tooth

#An #Po-U #Po-L

Anterior Upper posterior Lower posterior

3 or 4 claws always hold any tooth cervix dynamically well. Therefore this forceps are 
suitable for any shape of tooth cervix.

Since this forceps never require strong power for 
holding tooth cervix, we could realize this slim 
and lightweight body.Excellent comfortable for 
both men and women Drs.

  ● About repair of sharpening the edge
　We could sharpe the edge which has been got worn.
   Please ask the dealer you purchased.

<Slim and Lightweight Body>

The fulcrums of clows and the edge of rough surface inside 
the clows make holding power more stronger.Therefore this 
forceps prevents Dr. from putting too much power on this 
forceps and this efficiency makes it possible to extract such 
as fragile tooth or damaged one.

Thanks to this spring,  the range 
of movement is very stable during 
an operation. It also means "easy 
control". Dr. does't need to put 
his/her finger in the space of 
between handles for adjusting 
the range of  movement l ike 
conventional extraction forceps.
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#1 
No.17581

#4
No.17582

＃ An
No.17591

Size ／ 146 ｍｍ

Size ／ 146 ｍｍ

Size ／ 147 ｍｍ

＃ Po-U
No.17592

＃ Po-L
No.17593

#27
No.17584

#10S
No.17583

Extracting Forceps Claw Pediatric Extracting
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How to
use for
Anterior

How to
use for
Posterior


